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Terms and Definitions

Term Definition

API Application Programming Interface

CLI Command Line Interface

ID Identification

OS Operating System

OWASP Open Web Application Security Project

PoC Proof-of-Concept

URL Uniform Resource Locator
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1 Executive Summary
AgileBits requested consultation by Recurity Labs in order to perform a security assessment
of the 1Password CLI. This document describes the results of the assessment.

During the assessment, the following parts have been in-scope:

Shell Plugins

The Shell plugins offer the possibility to pass passwords/secrets via environment variables or
named pipes to the target process. One issue has been identified in the Shell plugins. The
issue  refers  to  the  in-memory  handling  of  the  decrypted  datasets.  The  memory  of  that
datasets is not cleared after its usage, which means that the decrypted datasets remain in-
memory and can be written to the swap file. For more details, please refer to chapter 3.1.1.

Retest

Four issues, identified in a previous assessment executed by another third party, have been
put in-scope by AgileBits. As part of this assessment, Recurity Labs was tasked to review the
implemented changes regarding the proper mitigation of the issues.

The retest confirmed that all issues have been addressed and can be considered  closed.
More details on the results of the retest can be obtained from chapter 3.2.

Cache Daemon

Due to the limited time frame of the assessment, the Cache Daemon could not be tested
exhaustively. Only a cursory source code review has been performed, during which no issues
have been identified.
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1.1 Table of Findings
The following table summarizes the findings Recurity Labs made during the assessment. The
individual  results  were  evaluated  according  to  CVSSv3.11 on  request  by  AgileBits.  The
CVSSv3.1 vector used for the calculation can be found in section Overview of the respective
finding(s), detailed in the sub-chapters of section 3 of this document.

ID Description Chapter CVSS Severity Retest

New Issues

378.2206.1 Decrypted Dataset Remains in 
Memory

3.1.1 4.4 Medium New

Retest

378.2206.101.ext Lax Parsing for Dotenv Files 3.2.1 N/A N/A Closed

378.2206.102.ext Output of Escape Sequences 3.2.2 N/A N/A Closed

378.2206.103.ext Race Condition in File Creation 3.2.3 N/A N/A Closed

378.2206.104.ext EXT - Missing Privilege Dropping in 
op run

3.2.4 N/A N/A Closed

1.1.1 Qualitative Severity Rating Scale

All CVSS scores can be mapped to the qualitative ratings defined in the table2 below:

CVSS Score Rating

0.0 None

0.1 - 3.9 Low

4.0 - 6.9 Medium

7.0 - 8.9 High

9.0 - 10.0 Critical

1 https://www.first.org/cvss/v3-1/
2 https://www.first.org/cvss/specification-document, chapter 5
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2 Project Background
AgileBits requested consultation by Recurity Labs in order to perform a security assessment
of the 1Password CLI. The following parts have been in-scope:

• Shell plugins

• Retest  of  issues  identified  in  a  previous  assessment  (executed  in  February  2022  by
Secfault Security3)

• Cache Daemon

2.1 Team
The test  was performed by Sascha Schirra of  Recurity Labs in the time period between
December 15th and 23d, 2022. Support was provided by Ian Nicholas and Kristina Vevia of
AgileBits, and Florian Grunert of Recurity Labs as the responsible project manager.

3 https://secfault-security.com/
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2.2 Analyzed System
The following resources have been provided for the assessment:

• Source code

◦ b5-main.zip4

◦ op-main.zip5

• op CLI builds

◦ cli-build-2.9.0-01.zip6

• URL to the Web application for account creation

◦ https://start.b5test.com/sign-up/plan

• Scope Documents

◦ Q4-22_1Password_CLI.pdf7

◦ Shell_Plugins_Security.pdf8

◦ SecfaultSecurity_Report_OP_Security_Assessment_v1.0.pdf9

The following table shows the output of the tool  cloc10, which has been used for analysing
the source code of the provided op-main.zip11:

    5292 text files.
    5130 unique files.                                          
     524 files ignored.

github.com/AlDanial/cloc v 1.90  T=34.46 s (138.6 files/s, 43973.8 lines/s)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Language                      files          blank        comment           code
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Go                             4029         106680         167538         888806
C                                 4          15534          74212         150028
JSON                             37              2              0          32542
Markdown                        256           9573              0          19918
Assembly                         50           1704           1334           6519
Bourne Shell                    167           1716           1421           6479
YAML                             72            370            256           4869
TypeScript                       66            568            162           3999
C/C++ Header                      3            349          10919           2340
make                             34            439            169           1485
XML                               2              0              1           1173
Protocol Buffers                 12            262            109            853
yacc                              1             41              4            482
Bourne Again Shell                3             46             57            407
reStructuredText                  1            194            442            252
Dockerfile                       22            116             41            218
JSON5                             1              1             15            154
Ruby                              1             23              3             84
JavaScript                        4              2              8             60
Objective-C                       1             13              7             47
Python                            1             20              1             47
TOML                              3             14             25             41

4 sha256: b6f9a1136494072be4b8f9af75e35839ac41c76db7a711d2f2f384e9f6403031
5 sha256: f6c66c8fc427a4720b721f5f9406096c992d81b0de87f0dbac0cb67b024a36e4
6 sha256: 211a714350fd92dac2582c1b2e4957710f130a2958422f36fca556fb7e5debcb
7 sha256: a7fa2415416ea77c61af3251e13790ed58aa72a932c8daedc9662c0bc1ca4ed2
8 sha256: 57c56f9c63ecdd3f6f73cc0a14c18dd3c05f1b7ec294d5ad1cc57d8e51854307
9 sha256: ad817142d13deba12b354e50d8608dc6572ad8195e7916a0216778905aa01ba4
10 https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc
11 sha256: f6c66c8fc427a4720b721f5f9406096c992d81b0de87f0dbac0cb67b024a36e4
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HTML                              1              2              0             18
awk                               2              8              6             18
SVG                               1              0              0             12
PowerShell                        1              2              2              5
CSS                               1              0              0              3
NAnt script                       1              0              0              2
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUM:                           4777         137679         256732        1120861
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following table shows the output of the tool  cloc12, which has been used for analysing
the source code of the provided b5-main.zip13:

   15745 unique files.                                          
   14691 files ignored.

github.com/AlDanial/cloc v 1.90  T=98.84 s (130.4 files/s, 30436.4 lines/s)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Language                      files          blank        comment           code
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Go                             7586         249767         379017        1697927
TypeScript                     2700          37624          19095         326007
JSON                            310            113              0          93066
YAML                            147           1947           1073          41432
Sass                            451           7036            274          34121
Markdown                        424          11561              0          30209
XML                               8             59            182          13923
Assembly                         58           4388           1399          12266
SQL                             321           2039           2114          10315
JavaScript                       91            600           1346           5861
Bourne Shell                     90            980           2081           4908
make                             93            882            214           3543
yacc                              1            212            114           2833
Protocol Buffers                 12            365            281           1413
SVG                             507             29              1            774
Python                            5            220            148            741
Bourne Again Shell               18             79             40            372
Cucumber                          9             92              2            369
CSV                              16             11              0            356
Dockerfile                       20             92             41            344
HTML                              4              7              7            282
Razor                             1             32             10            268
C/C++ Header                      2             95            803            258
TOML                              4             27             27            112
C                                 2             16             16             51
CSS                               2              1              1             10
INI                               1              2              0             10
PowerShell                        1              3              8              1
vim script                        1              0              0              1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUM:                          12885         318279         408294        2281773
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12 https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc
13 sha256: b6f9a1136494072be4b8f9af75e35839ac41c76db7a711d2f2f384e9f6403031
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2.3 Procedures
The Server API has been tested for common OWASP Top 1014 vulnerabilities, data leakage
between  accounts,  authentication  bypasses,  path  traversal  issues.  No  issues  could  be
identified during the assessment.

All  Shell  plugins  have  been  tested  for  insecure  secret  handling,  weak  permission,  and
information leakage through files. One issue regarding secret handling could be identified,
documented in chapter 3.1.1.

Furthermore,  four  issues  identified  in  an  assessment  executed  by  Secfault  Security  in
February 2022 should be retested. The following issues have been in-scope, as documented
in SecfaultSecurity_Report_OP_Security_Assessment_v1.0.pdf.

Chapter Title

4.1.1 Lax Parsing for Dotenv Files

4.1.2 Output of Escape Sequences

4.1.3 Race Condition in File Creation

4.1.5 Missing Privilege Dropping in op run

All issues have been retested according their respective Reproduction Steps.

2.3.1 Source Code Review

A cursory source code review of the Shell plugins and Cache Daemon implementation has
been performed, though it cannot be considered conclusive given the time constraints of this
assignment. The review focused on the identification of general coding mistakes and logic
flaws that may be difficult to find using dynamic testing, as well as on discovering hidden
functionality.

14 https://owasp.org/www-project-api-security/
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3 Findings in Detail
This section provides technical details on the findings made during this security assessment.
Each finding is described and rated according to the following criteria:  vulnerability type,
CVSSv3.1 base score and CVSSv3.1 vector.

Please note that the finding IDs mentioned in the following chapters are solely meant to be
unique.  Gaps in  the numbering scheme of  finding IDs do not  constitute an error.  When
providing feedback, please reference the Finding ID.

3.1 New Issues

3.1.1 Decrypted Dataset Remains in Memory

Overview

ID 378.2206.1

Type Code

CVSS Score 4.4 (Medium)

CVSS Metrics CVSS:3.1/AV:L/AC:L/PR:H/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N

Location CLI Shell Plugins

Retest New

Details

To pass passwords via files or environment variables from op to the 1Password CLI, e.g. aws,
gh,  mysql, the passwords/secrets are requested from the users' 1Password vault, and are
then decrypted.

It has been observed that the decrypted dataset, which consists of the passwords/secrets,
notes  and  password  history,  remains  in-memory  when  the  requested  1Password  CLI  is
started  as  a  subprocess  by  the  op process.  Furthermore,  the  string  created  for  the
environment variable also occurs in-memory several times. Since some commands from the
1Password CLI are long term processes, the parent process (op) and its data remain in-
memory.

The following excerpt shows the occurrence of the secrets in-memory for the tool gh:

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
fac793fefd18f533e1cdca5ff04ae16bc751a1a9bf833f9bab90fdac9d130327fac793fefd18f533e1cdca5f
f04ae16bc751a1a9bf833f9bab90fdac9d130327GITHUB_TOKEN=ghp_1xijEV[...]NTWUA 2015
GITHUB_TOKEN=ghp_1xijEV[...]NTWU
GITHUB_TOKEN=ghp_1xijEV[...]NTWUld named 
Hostma7fci223b2c19ec864[...]f9fb3d0a0fabe8dfea15dbce2ed29721c96c117af125583c865f7fb4364b
28db6d190d4087919cffa079dc1f94faede26c2e55817bc981ce3cdc8bfa4a8c0c0393
{"notesPlain":"","passwordHistory":[],"sections":[{"fields":
[{"k":"concealed","n":"6x5eztfoq4zmeprmr6ktqcznjq","t":"token","v":"ghp_1xijEV[...]NTWU"
}],"name":"","title":""}]}
ghp_1xijEV[...]NTWU
"ghp_1xijEV[...]NTWU"
ghp_1xijEV[...]NTWU

Since the op process is not actively used during the usage of its subprocesses, it is likely that
the  memory  of  the  process,  which  also  contains  the  decrypted  password/secret  and
datasets, is written to the swap file.

Passwords must never be stored unencrypted to prevent unauthorized access. The process
should  remove/overwrite  all  unnecessary  occurrences  of  the  decrypted  datasets  and
passwords from/in-memory in order to prevent leakage of such information through swap
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files.

Reproduction Steps

The following steps have to be considered in order to reproduce this issue (example with gh):

• Prepare everything for the github plugin usage

◦ Store a secret in the vault

◦ Prepare the shell for the op aliases

◦ Initialize the github plugin

• Create the file /usr/bin/gh with the following content and make it executable:

#!/usr/bin/env python
input()

The file emulates a long term process by waiting for a user input.

• Start the gh tool and unlock the vault if necessary

• Use the following command in order to obtain the PID of the op process:

$ ps aux | grep "op plugin run"

• Use the following script to dump the memory of the process:

#!/bin/sh
## usage: <scriptname> <pid>
cat /proc/$1/maps | grep "rw-p" | awk '{print $1}' | ( IFS="-"
    while read a b; do
        dd if=/proc/$1/mem bs=$( getconf PAGESIZE ) iflag=skip_bytes,count_bytes \
           skip=$(( 0x$a )) count=$(( 0x$b - 0x$a )) of="$1_mem_$a.bin"
    done )

• Use the following command to search for occurrences of secrets:

strings *mem* | grep <secret> # <secret> needs to be replaced with the real value

Recommendation

Recurity Labs recommends deleting all unnecessary occurrences of the password/secret and
of the decrypted dataset.

Retest Status (December 2022)

New

This issue has been identified during the current assessment.

Feedback provided by AgileBits (2023-02-22)

1Password does not accept this finding as the referenced datasets (e.g.: GitHub tokens 
and other similar password/secrets) are required to be decrypted in memory for the Shell
Plugins feature to function correctly. These datasets will also be present in the memory
of the application launched by the shell plugin, over which 1Password CLI does not have 
control.

Report Highly Confidential Recurity Labs
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3.2 Retest
The findings listed in the following subsection are rated in the scheme used by Secfault
Security, as listed in chapter 4.1.

Please note that Recurity Labs is not the original author of this finding, but was tasked with a
retest of this issue. Within this report, Recurity Labs states the finding's content "as verbatim
as possible", extracted from the original report15 issued by Secfault Security to AgileBits. The
present status of the issue has been appended as Retest Status (December 2022).

3.2.1 Lax Parsing for Dotenv Files

Overview

ID 378.2206.101.ext

Type Code

CVSS Score N/A (N/A)

CVSS Metrics N/A

Location godotenv (third-party dependency)

Retest Closed

Remark

Please note that Recurity Labs is not the original author of this finding, but was tasked with a
retest of this issue. Within this report, Recurity Labs states the finding's content "as verbatim
as possible", extracted from the original report16 issued by Secfault Security to AgileBits. The
present status of the issue has been appended as Retest Status (December 2022).

Summary

Type Location Exploitability Attack Impact

Code godotenv (third-party dependency) Medium Medium

Technical Description

While reviewing the dotenv file parsing of the op inject command, it was found that the used
parser implementation is rather lax. A cursory inspection of the parser code17 revealed that -
for  instance -  the handling  of  comments does not  appear  to properly  address situations
where multiple quotes occur in a nested fashion:

func parseLine(line string, envMap map[string]string) (key string, value string, err 
error) {

if len(line) == 0 {
err = errors.New("zero length string")
return

}
// ditch the comments (but keep quoted hashes)
if strings.Contains(line, "#") {

segmentsBetweenHashes := strings.Split(line, "#")
quotesAreOpen := false
var segmentsToKeep []string
for _, segment := range segmentsBetweenHashes {

if strings.Count(segment, "\"") == 1 || strings.Count(segment,
"'") == 1 {
if quotesAreOpen {

15 SecfaultSecurity_Report_OP_Security_Assessment_v1.0.pdf
16 SecfaultSecurity_Report_OP_Security_Assessment_v1.0.pdf
17 https://github.com/joho/godotenv/blob/c40e9c6392b05ba58e6fea50091ce35a1ef020e7/godotenv.go#L100
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quotesAreOpen = false
segmentsToKeep = append(segmentsToKeep, segment)

} else {
quotesAreOpen = true

}
}
if len(segmentsToKeep) == 0 || quotesAreOpen {

segmentsToKeep = append(segmentsToKeep, segment)
}

}
line = strings.Join(segmentsToKeep, "#")

}
}

It can be observed that the code would treat a string like  "'" # foo as one actual literal -
contrary to what one might expect.

An attacker with the ability to create dotenv files might abuse this behaviour in order to craft
seemingly  benign  dotenv  files,  which  would  inadvertently  leak  secret  information  into
unrelated environment variables.

It should be noted that no in-depth review of the parser implementation has been performed
and that the presence of other issues can hence not be ruled out.

Recommended Action

In order to address this issue, a first step could be to perform a more in-depth review of the
used dotenv parser in order to identify further possible issues. All identified problems should
subsequently be reported upstream in order to be addressed by the developers of the library.

Reproduction Steps

In order to reproduce this issue, please install godotenv and create a dotenv file /tmp/test.env
with the following contents:

PASSWORD=super secret
USERNAME='as908dzf/"' # Has to be quoted, because we hard-code it. When using
variable references like $PASSWORD, this is not needed

Then, please use a command as shown below to observe the behaviour of the parser:

$ go/bin/godotenv -f /tmp/test.env env
USERNAME='as908dzf/"' # Has to be quoted, because we hard-code it. When using
variable references like super secret, this is not needed
PASSWORD=super secret

It can be observed that the USERNAME variable - contrary to what one might expect - not only
contains the full comment, but also exposes the contents of the PASSSWORD variable within
this comment.

Retest Status (December 2022)

Closed

The  package  go.1password.io/op/op-cli/command/refsyntax/dotenv contains  the  parser
for dotenv files. That parser does not offer all features of a dotenv file parser, e.g. multiline
comments are not supported currently. Also, the external library has been removed and the
functionality has been integrated into the code base of the solution.

During  the  present  retest,  the  above  described  issue  has  been  retested  statically  and
dynamically,  but  could  not  be  reproduced  with  the  provided  parser  implementation.
Consequently, Recurity Labs considers this issue closed.
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3.2.2 Output of Escape Sequences

Overview

ID 378.2206.102.ext

Type Code

CVSS Score N/A (N/A)

CVSS Metrics N/A

Location 1Password CLI

Retest Closed

Remark

Please note that Recurity Labs is not the original author of this finding, but was tasked with a
retest of this issue. Within this report, Recurity Labs states the finding's content "as verbatim
as possible", extracted from the original report18 issued by Secfault Security to AgileBits. The
present status of the issue has been appended as Retest Status (December 2022).

Summary

Type Location Exploitability Attack Impact

Code 1Password CLI Low-Medium Medium

Technical Description

While reviewing the implementation of  the 1Password CLI,  it  was found that  the op tool
generally does not filter terminal escape sequences when writing data to stdout. An attacker
with the ability to control (parts of) the tool's output could therefore inject malicious escape
sequences.

Depending on the used terminal emulator,  this can lead to a number of  possible issues.
Historically,  there  have  been  code  execution  vulnerabilities  in  a  number  of  terminal
emulators, such as xterm or more recently in xterm.js19.

However, even without such issues, outputting untrusted escape sequences can result in
potential problems. Attackers could for instance use escape sequences in order to display
misleading information to the user.  One obvious example of  such misleading information
could be fake password prompts, aiming to trick the user into entering sensitive passwords
into their command shell.

Recommended Action

In order to address this issue, it is recommended to filter terminal escape sequences when
the op tool interacts with a tty.

Reproduction Steps

In order to demonstrate the presence of the problem, the following Python script can be used
to generate a file named poc.json, which contains a sequence of terminal escape sequences
aiming to trick a user into entering their password:

import sys
with open('poc.json', 'w') as f:
    f.write(u"\u001b[?25l\u001b[2J\u001b[1;1HPlease enter your password:")
    for i in range(1000000):
        f.write(u"{}\u001b[50D".format(' '*50))

18 SecfaultSecurity_Report_OP_Security_Assessment_v1.0.pdf
19 https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2019-0542
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The file poc.json can subsequently be added to a vault as shown below:

$ op document create poc.json

After adding the file, the target user could be tricked into displaying the file:

$ op document get poc.json

The escape sequences in the above PoC code will display a password prompt, which could
make the user assume they are still interacting with the op tool - while in reality, they would
enter their password into their command shell, which in turn might for instance save it in the
history file.

Retest Status (December 2022)

Closed

By  dynamically  retesting  this  issue,  escape  sequences  appear  properly  filtered  by  the
1Password CLI  and are printed as normal  text  in  the terminal.  This  issue is  considered
closed.
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3.2.3 Race Condition in File Creation

Overview

ID 378.2206.103.ext

Type Code

CVSS Score N/A (N/A)

CVSS Metrics N/A

Location op-cli/command/opio/file.go

Retest Closed

Remark

Please note that Recurity Labs is not the original author of this finding, but was tasked with a
retest of this issue. Within this report, Recurity Labs states the finding's content "as verbatim
as possible", extracted from the original report20 issued by Secfault Security to AgileBits. The
present status of the issue has been appended as Retest Status (December 2022).

Summary

Type Location Exploitability Attack Impact

Code op-cli/command/opio/file.go Low-Medium Medium

Technical Description

The 1Password CLI offers a number of ways for creating files. For instance, the op inject
command can be used to parse template files, fill in secret information and create new files.
While reviewing the file creation logic in op-cli/command/opio/file.go, it was identified that
the implementation of CreateFile contains a number of possible race conditions. Further, it
also does not appear to properly consider symbolic links.

Please consider the below excerpt from the code:

func CreateFile(name string, fileMode os.FileMode, io Stdinout, force bool) 
(io.WriteCloser, error) {

var file *os.File
_, err := os.OpenFile(name, os.O_WRONLY, fileMode)
if err == nil {

// Return error when in pipe
if io.IsOutputPiped() && !force {

return nil, fmt.Errorf("file %s already exists", name)
}
if !force {

prompt := fmt.Sprintf("File %s already exists, overwrite it? [Y/n] 
", name)

if ok, _ := input.ProcessYesNoReturnPromptRW(prompt, 
io.TTYOrStdin(), os.Stderr); !ok {

fmt.Println("Aborting.")
return nil, ErrAborted

}
}
// This is necessary in order to wipe the contents of the previously 

existing file.
file, err = os.Create(name)
if err != nil {

return nil, fmt.Errorf("could not overwrite file %s: %s", name, err)
}

} else if os.IsNotExist(err) {

20 SecfaultSecurity_Report_OP_Security_Assessment_v1.0.pdf
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file, err = os.Create(name)
if err != nil {

return nil, fmt.Errorf("could not create file %s: %s", name, err)
}

} else {
return nil, fmt.Errorf("could not open file %s: %s", name, err)

}
err = file.Chmod(fileMode)
if err != nil {

return nil, fmt.Errorf("could not set permissions on file at %s: %s",
name, err)

}
return file, nil

}

It can be observed that the code first checks if the target file already exists. If it exists, it
prompts  the user  whether  to  overwrite  the  existing  file.  Subsequently,  it  clears  the file's
contents and changes the file permissions. It should be noted that these operations are not
performed in an atomic manner. For instance, the target file could be created just after the
code checks for its existence. Furthermore, if the target file is a symbolic link, the code could
write files to unintended locations. Depending on the respective environment, this might turn
into an exploitable condition.

One obvious example of such an exploitable condition leverages the missing check for a
symbolic link: Assume that a legitimate user Alice uses the op inject command to create a
file  named  /tmp/foo.  The  attacker,  Bob,  knows  about  this  and  creates  a  symbolic  link
/tmp/foo beforehand.  The symbolic link points to Alice's  ~/.bashrc or  a similar  sensitive
configuration file. Alice now runs the op inject command. As the target of the symbolic link
already exists,  the code will  prompt her to overwrite the file  /tmp/foo.  She confirms this
prompt and thereby accidentally overwrites her ~/.bashrc.

In order to improve the attack, Bob might attempt to create the symbolic link /tmp/foo directly
after the code checked for the file's presence. In this case, no prompt would be shown to
Alice.

It  should  be  noted  that  the  above  example  relies  on  the  fs.protected_symlinkssysctl
variable being set to zero. However, on the one hand the value of this variable is not under
the control of the analyzed codebase. On the other hand, more involved attacks, which do
not rely on fs.protected_symlinks being set to zero, cannot fully be ruled out.

Recommended Action

In order to address this issue, the following approach for creating a file is recommended:

1. Attempt to open the file using the  O_CREAT|O_EXCL|O_NOFOLLOW flags, while directly
passing the desired file permissions as well

2. When the result of the above operation is  EEXIST, prompt the user to overwrite the
file. In case of  ELOOP, inform the user about the fact that a symbolic link has been
detected and abort the process

3. If the user confirms, unlink the file and re-start the process at step 1

Reproduction Steps

This finding has been identified in a static source code review and has not been reproduced
dynamically. Hence, no reproduction steps are provided.
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Retest Status (December 2022)

Closed

The file creation has been reimplemented in: File:

op-cli/command/opio/file.go

Excerpt:

// CreateFile attempts to create a file with the specified name and file mode.
// If the file already exists it will ask the user whether or not to overwrite it.
func CreateFile(name string, fileMode os.FileMode, io IO, force bool) (io.WriteCloser, 
error) {

f, err := safety.CreateFile(name, fileMode)
if errors.Is(err, fs.ErrExist) {

if !force {
interactiveIO, err := io.HasInteractive()
if err != nil {

return nil, ErrCannotPromptForConfirmation
}
prompt := fmt.Sprintf("File %s already exists, overwrite it? [Y/n] 

", name)
if ok, err := input.ProcessYesNoReturnPromptRW(prompt, 

interactiveIO.Interactive().In(), interactiveIO.Interactive().Out()); err != nil {
return nil, fmt.Errorf("could not prompt: %s", err)

} else if !ok {
fmt.Fprintln(io.Stderr(), "Aborting.")
return nil, ErrAborted

}
}
if err := os.Remove(name); err != nil {

return nil, fmt.Errorf("could not delete existing file: %s", err)
}
return safety.CreateFile(name, fileMode)

} else if err != nil {
return nil, err

}
return f, nil

}

The function utilizes the newly implemented function safety.CreateFile, reproduced below:

File:

core/local/safety/files.go

Excerpt:

// CreateFile creates a new file with given permissions and opens it for reading and 
writing.
// Return fs.ErrExists if the file already exists or the given path is a symbolic link
func CreateFile(path string, perm os.FileMode) (*os.File, error) {

return createFile(path, perm)
}
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The function utilizes a platform-specific function, shown below for the Unix platform:

File:

core/local/safety/files_unix.go

Excerpt:

func createFile(path string, perm os.FileMode) (*os.File, error) {
return os.OpenFile(path, os.O_RDWR|os.O_CREATE|os.O_EXCL, perm)

}

This function utilizes function OpenFile from the os package, which uses the open syscall of
the Operating System (OS). By passing the flags  O_CREAT|O_EXCL, the function returns an
error  if  the  file  already exists.  The test  whether  the  file  exist  or  needs to  be created is
performed in an atomic manner. As a result, the race condition is considered eliminated and
the issue closed.
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3.2.4 EXT - Missing Privilege Dropping in op run

Overview

ID 378.2206.104.ext

Type Code

CVSS Score N/A (N/A)

CVSS Metrics N/A

Location op-cli/command/run.go

Retest Closed

Remark

Please note that Recurity Labs is not the original author of this finding, but was tasked with a
retest of this issue. Within this report, Recurity Labs states the finding's content "as verbatim
as possible", extracted from the original report21 issued by Secfault Security to AgileBits. The
present status of the issue has been appended as Retest Status (December 2022).

Summary

Type Location Exploitability Attack Impact

Code op-cli/command/run.go Medium High

Technical Description

While reviewing the implementation of the  op run command, it was found that the op tool
does  not  drop  its  privileges  prior  to  executing  its  child  process.  For  enabling  the  new
"Biometric Unlock" feature on Linux, the op binary belongs to the group onepassword-cli and
has the setgid flag set. This means that the binary will have its group set to onepassword-cli
even if it is started by a user who is not a member of this group. This mechanism serves the
purpose of  being able to identify the binary when it  communicates with OP8 via a Unix
socket.  The  fact  that  the  op  binary  does  not  drop  its  privileges  however  means  that
processes started by op run will also have the group onepassword-cli, which could enable
them to directly interact with the running OP8 instance via its Unix socket.

Recommended Action

During the execution of the project, the issue was communicated to Agilebits, who stated that
the issue has already been addressed by dropping privileges in the op process.

Reproduction Steps

In order to demonstrate the presence of this issue, the following command can be used:

op run -- id -g --name

The output of the id command started via op run indicates, that the child process indeed
belongs to the onepassword-cli group.

Retest Status (December 2022)

Closed

The issue has been retested as described in the Reproduction Steps section above.

The output of the command now shows that the privileges are dropped properly and that the
process does not belong to the onepassword-cli group anymore. Consequently, this issue is
considered closed.

21 SecfaultSecurity_Report_OP_Security_Assessment_v1.0.pdf
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4 Appendix
4.1 Secfault Security Vulnerability Rating Scheme
This  section  provides  a  description  of  Secfault  Security's  vulnerability  rating  scheme,  as
known to Recurity Labs.

4.1.1 Vulnerability Types

The type of the result is explained in the following table:

Type Description

Configuration The finding is a configuration issue.

Design The finding is the result of a design decision

Code The finding is caused by a coding mistake.

Observation The finding is an observation, which does not necessarily have a direct 
impact.

4.1.2 Exploitability and Impact

The exploitability of a vulnerability describes the required skill level of an attacker as well as
the required resources. Therefore, it provides an indication of the likelihood of exploitation.

Exploitability 
Rating

Description

Not Exploitable This finding can most likely not be exploited.

Minimal Although an attack is theoretically possible, it is extremely unlikely that an
attacker will exploit the identified vulnerability.

Low Exploiting the vulnerability requires the skill-level of an expert. An attack 
is possible, but difficult pre-conditions (e.g., prior identification and 
exploitation of other vulnerabilities) exist or the attack requires resources 
not available to the general public (e.g., expensive equipment). 
Successful exploitation indicates a dedicated, targeted attack.

Medium The vulnerability can be exploited under certain pre-conditions (e.g., user
interaction or prior authentication). Non-targeted, random attacks are 
possible for attackers with a medium skill level who perform such attacks 
on a regular basis.

High The vulnerability can be exploited immediately without special 
preconditions, by random attackers or in an automated fashion. Only 
general knowledge about vulnerability exploitation is required.
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The following table describes the impact rating used in this document.

Impact Rating Description

Critical The vulnerability is a systemic error or permits compromising the system 
completely and beyond the scope of the assessment.

High The vulnerability permits compromising the systems in-scope completely.

Medium The vulnerability exceeds certain security rules, but does not lead to a full
compromise (e.g., Denial of Service attacks).

Low The vulnerability has no direct security consequences but provides 
information that can be used for or aid in subsequent attacks.

Informational The observed finding does not have any direct security consequence; 
however, addressing the finding can lead to an increase in security or 
quality of the system in scope.

When rating the impact of a vulnerability, the rating is always performed based on the scope
of the analysis. For example, a vulnerability with high impact typically allows an attacker to
fully compromise one or all  of  the core security guarantees of the components in scope.
Identical vulnerabilities can therefore be rated differently in different projects.
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